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Refresher: New England Governors’ 

Renewable Energy Blueprint 

Policy



The Blueprint’s Road

September 2008 Governors’ Resolution

February 2009 Governors write to President Obama, Congress

March 2009 States request ISO-NE technical analysis 

July 2009 ISO-NE issues draft Renewable Development 
Scenario Analysis (finalized, 2010)

September 2009 Governors Adopt Blueprint

Today States consider coordinated procurement  issues 

Tomorrow figuratively Talk procurement with EDCs, others, Canadians
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Blueprint Conclusion: Ample Resources, Choices 

 The New England region has a vast quantity of 
untapped renewable resources

 More than 10,000 MW (nameplate) on & off-shore wind 
power potential

 If developed at conservative levels, there are ample
renewable resources to enable New England to meet 
renewable energy goals

 More aggressive development could enable New 
England to export renewable power to neighboring 
regions
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Conclusions on Facilitation Opportunities  
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New England states have:
Cooperative experience, inclination to do more 

Siting processes that could accommodate some degree  
of coordination

Long-term contract approval mechanisms 

Common contracting themes: 

Procurement via competitive processes  

 Interest in securing low cost, 

cost-effective or cost-stabilizing 

power  



New England Governors’  Blueprint Resolution
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Governors’ & Eastern Canadian Premiers’

Renewable Energy Resolution 
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Renewable Procurement Work Group 
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 Assessing state 

procurement practices, 

processes 

 Looking at coordination 

opportunities, 

impediments & solutions 

 Thinking about pricing 

structure alternatives, 

model terms & conditions, 

potential contract approval 

process options 

 Reporting to Governors 

July 2010



It’s Complicated.  
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Across New England, power is procured -

On different timeframes

 For different services 

 For different contract term lengths

 For different percentages of load

 Through different entities



New England (Illustrative) Procurement at a Glance
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What’s Renewable Is Complicated, Too
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States have unique definitions. Commonality across them provides 

coordination opportunity in the regional context. 



The Bright Sides 
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General flexibility with regard to procurement 
schedules, levels & contract term lengths  

New England generally uses competitive 
processes & cost is common to state evaluation 
criteria

Coordinated procurement is more slow roast 
than microwave & Governors’ directive 
recognized need for lots of discussion about 
lots of complicated issues



Some Issues We’ve Been Talking About… 
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 Potential means to coordinate solicitation, evaluation?

 What about the review & approval process?

 Who is the counterparty?

 What’s a renewable resource?

 Are there resource type or location preferences?



NEXT STEPS 
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Continue state discussions 

Deliver Report to the Governors on July 12th

 Discuss coordination process issues, impediments & 
possible solutions, possible terms & conditions for further 
discussion 

 If Governors elect to continue to explore coordinated 
procurement, take state thinking to stakeholders  
(EDCs, renewable developers, others) for lots of 
conversations about lots of issues   


